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September 28, 1955

Miss Jane Oliver, Librarian
Georgia State Library
Atlanta, Georgia

Dear "Cousin" Jane:

Thanks for sending me an advance copy of the Newsletter. I think that you did a fine job on it and I'm sorry that you got stuck with it all. I got a letter from Carroll Moreland asking me as a member of the Chapters Committee to select and nail down someone from each state or area to take on the job of recruit­ment of new members. He also asked that letter of acceptance be sent him from each with a copy to Vera Woeste. I am contacting the following:

Hazel Key - Virginia
Margaret Chapman - North Carolina
Sarah - South Carolina (Has already accepted from Carroll.)
Stanley Bougas - Georgia
Minnette Massey - Florida (Carroll's suggestion)
Corinne Bass - Mississippi and Alabama
Kate Wallach - Louisiana
Mrs. Von Allmen - Tennessee and Kentucky

I'm about snowed under what with budgets, legal bib., and quarterly reports; but hope to crawl out long enough later to write a decent letter. Hope things are going well with you.

Love,

Mary

Mary W. Oliver
Law Librarian

MWO: bob
All quiet on the North Carolina front. Hope you can say the same about Georgia.